FLOWSERVE
White Paper on the Response of the N-Seal Reactor Coolant Pump (RCP) Seal Package to
Extended Loss of All Power (ELAP)
Purpose
The purpose of this paper is to describe the design and operational features of the Flowserve NSeal reactor coolant pump (RCP) seal package with respect to performance of the seal package
after loss of normal seal cooling in a pressurized water reactor (PWVR). The discussion of the
ability of the N-Seal package to maintain an effective reactor coolant system (RCS) pressure
boundary for an extended period of time without seal cooling is intended to clarify how the Nseal package can support a PWR that is responding to an extended loss of all AC power (ELA!P).
Description of the Basic N-Seal Package
The N-Seal is a mechanical face seal package and was developed in the mid-1980's, to resolve
operational and regulatory concerns with original RCP seals developed in the 1960's. The Nseal was designed and tested to be able to cope with a static 8 hour loss of seal cooling (LOSC)
event, such as station black out (SBO), with minimal leakage. The test results and design
information developed for the N-seal were provided by Flowserve for use in the PRA evaluations
of RCP seals documented in WCAP-16 175-P-A, Model for FailureoJ RCP Seals Given Loss of
Seal Cooling in CE NSSS Plants, Revision 0, March 2007 (originally prepared as CEOG-1 199).
Applicable references and test results that were provided for the WCAP- 16175-P-A evaluations
are discussed in this paper as to how these tests provide insight to the response of the N-Seal
design under ELAP. The N-Seal was developed and installed in Babcock and Wilcox (B&W)
and Combustion Engineering (CE) nuclear plants that had Byron Jackson RCPs. Recently, the
N-seal was installed in Westinghouse (W.)pumps in W__
and B&W plants
In addition to the redundant mechanical seals of the N-seal package, a diverse and redundant seal
is provided on the most recent installations of N-seal packages. This diverse seal, called the
Abeyance Seal, will limit leakage from the N-seal package if excessive flow from the
mechanical face seals occurs. The Abeyance seal would be demanded only after failure of all
mechanical seals.
The Flowserve N-Seal is a hydrodynamic end face mechanical seal that is designed and tested
for use in RCPs. The seal package is supplied in a multi-seal cartridge. Depending on the
Nuclear Steam Supply System (NSSS) design, the cartridge contains either three or four identical
seal stages in series. The three stage seal packages are used for W and B&W plants. The four
stage seal packages are used for CE plants. The differences due to number of stages will be
discussed later in this paper. Multiple sizes of seal, along with minor variants in face design go
into the packages which are customized to fit each pump application, but the critical
characteristics for resistance to loss of seal cooling (the sizes of elastomer sealed clearances, how
those clearances are influenced by pressure and temperature, and the elastomer materials used to
seal them) remain constant across the product family.
Although each seal stage is capable of withstanding full reactor pressure, an orifice allows flow
around each of the first three stages so that during normal operation, the differential pressure
across each stage is one-third of RCS pressure. The flow through these orifices (termed pressure
breakdown devices or PBDs) is referred to as controlled bleed off (CBO), or seal staging flow.
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In addition to equalizing the pressure across the seal stages, a second purpose of CBO flow is to
remove frictional heat from the rotating seal parts. A third function provided by CBO is seal
diagnostic monitoring capability. By measuring and comparing the N-seal stage pressures, the
leakage of each internal stage may be inferred. First stage pressure can be taken as RCS pressure,
but new instruments are needed in W RCPs (which did not previously have staged seals) that are
capable of reading 0-2500 psi.[
]a~c

Normal CBO flow ranges from 1 to 2.5 gpm, depending on pump model, and is much larger than
the very small leakage (<0.1 gpm) across the faces of each seal stage. For B&W plants with BJ
or Bingham RCPs, the three stage N-seal cartridges are very similar in functional configuration
to N-seals used in Westinghouse RCPs. The only significant differences are that the normal CBO
flow used is only 1.5 gpm rather than the higher 2.5 gpm used in Westinghouse applications[

1 a~b,c

CBO from the third stage orifice normally is routed back to the volume control tank (VCT aka
CVCS Make Up Tank in some systems) for the three-stage seal packages used on W and B&W
plants (see Figure 1). For four-stage seal packages used on CE plants, the fourth stage seal,
called the vapor stage, operates at a very low pressure to combine the seal leakage from the third
stage faces with the CBO flow from the third stage orifice and direct the flow to the VCT (see
Figure 2). The N-seal, when operated as the vapor stage, is nevertheless capable of withstanding
full system pressure (<2500 psig) indefinitely at normal seal operating temperatures <200°F in
the event of isolation of that CBO flow, and at full RCS temperatures (i.e. -'550 0F) for more
than 8 hours.
The resistances which provide the CBO flow are integral to the seal cartridge, no other
specialized flow control equipment is needed for this function in B&W or W plants. [

]a~c

For the three-stage packages, leakage across the third stage seal face always flows directly into
the containment via a gravity drain line, typically to the reactor coolant drain tank (RCDT) or
floor drains. For the four stage package, the minimal leakage across the vapor stage is directed
to the containment sump.
For both the three-stage and four-stage packages, if flow to the VCT is interrupted (e.g. by
containment isolation), then generally the CBO flow will be directed to the containment via a
relief valve. Some plants, as discussed later, do have the ability to provide complete isolation of
the CBO remotely. Flow through the relief valve instead of to the VCT will have minimal effect
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on seal operation. However, if flow is isolated locally at the RCP then the last stage would
experience the entire pressure drop from the RCS, and leakage across the last stage as always
flows into the containment.
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The New Abeyance Seal Option
The Abeyance seal is a diverse, passive protective feature which can be included in any N-Seal
cartridge above the top N-Seal stage. The Abeyance seal is being provided as a standard part of
new N-seal cartridges being retrofit in W RCPs and can also be retrofit into existing N-Seals

[I
a~b~c~d.

During normal operation, there is a relatively large running clearance between the Abeyance seal
and the shaft sleeve so there is no effect from normal seal leakage on the Abeyance seal.
However, if the Abeyance seal is exposed to high velocity leakage, then the Abeyance seal
actuates by deflection to close down the [
]a~c radial gap between the seal and the shaft
sleeve. Closing this gap will stop leakage from the top seal to containment. High velocity
leakage at the Abeyance seal can occur only after major failure of all the mechanical seal stages.
For ELAP scenarios, maj or failure of all mechanical seal stages is expected only after an
extended loss of all normal seal cooling (e.g. days at ~-55O0 F). As discussed later, the actual
FLEX mitigating strategies being finalized for all plants are much less severe than this, [
]d~e. Under such conditions,

the increased temperatures would result in the leakage being steam, which results in increased
flow velocity through the failed seals due to the high specific volume of the mass being released.
After actuation of the Abeyance seal, flow out of the RCP is limited to the CBO flow (if not
isolated). For the three-stage design, this flow is limited by the third stage seal PBD. For the
four stage design on the CE plants, this flow is limited by the excess flow check valves as long as
there is a functioning vapor seal or Abeyance seal above that. The Abeyance seal does not rely
on elastomers because the Abeyance seal is designed to maintain a leak-tight seal for an
extended time at high temperatures. In general, elastomers (even the high-temperature Ethylene
Propylene compounds tested and used in the N-Seal) are not capable of remaining intact for
extended times at temperatures approaching full RCS conditions (e.g. days at ~-55O0°F).
The Abeyance seal uses a metallic sealing ring as the main sealing device. This is supplemented
with an actuation ring made from poly-ether ether ketone (PEEK), a high performance
engineering thermoplastic material designed specifically for high temperature applications.
PEEK has a melting point of 649 °F and a glass transition temperature of 289 °F. However,
since PEEK has a semi-crystalline structure, some degree of the mechanical properties is retained
even close to the melting point [
]a,b,c. These properties give PEEK the ability to maintain effective sealing function at
far higher temperatures than any elastomer. These properties also are maintained for much
longer periods than elastomers at normal RCP seal operating temperatures during normal plant
operation without decay while the Abeyance seal is in standby. Furthermore, PEEK will
maintain sealing properties at full RCS conditions for an extended period of time after the
Abeyance seal has been demanded. As described above, the Abeyance seal has no mechanical
moving parts, and actuation involves only a small displacement of the actuation and metal
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sealing rings. Since there are no other mechanically moving parts in the Abeyance seal, and
since PEEK has high resistance to both thermal and radiation exposure, there are no known aging
mechanisms which could impede the function within the expected maintenance periods of less
than 20 years.
The Abeyance seal functions as follows: the actuation ring provides initial sealing, and develops
enough pressure loading [
]abcto plastically collapse the metal sealing ring onto
the shaft sleeve. After collapse of the metal sealing ring, the actuation ring ensures that the
Abeyance seal is leak tight. The collapse of the metal sealing ring eliminates any finite gap and
provides support across the entire actuation ring, enabling the device to withstand high pressures
and temperatures for long periods. The Abeyance seal has been tested repeatedly across a range
of severe conditions, including with shaft offset, adherent crud coatings, at up to 2500 psi and
580 °F directly at the abeyance seal, for durations up to 350 hours.[

1a,b,c

Throughout these tests, the Abeyance seal has demonstrated the ability to actuate reliably at both
low and high temperatures, and remain leak-tight as long as pressure remains behind the seal.
Since the metal sealing ring is plastically collapsed at actuation, it remains as a sealing element
regardless of the condition of the PEEK actuation ring. Even if near complete depressurization
occurs and the actuation ring elastically retumns to its original, non-contacting position (or if
temperatures in excess of the tested range of 580 °F resulted in damage or deformation of the
actuation ring), the metal sealing ring remains plastically collapsed against the shaft sleeve. This
condition has been demonstrated by test to limit leakage to [
ab.
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a,b,e,d-

System Interface and Background Test Information Relevant to ELAP
For all PWRs, the effect of ELAP on the RCP seals is a prolonged LOSC eyent. The loss of AC
power will cause the RCP to stop. The ELAP also causes loss of cooling to the RCP (aka
thermal barrier) heat exchanger and loss of seal injection (if so equipped) from the charging
system. The loss of seal injection will allow flow from the RCS to enter the seal package.
Because thermal barrier cooling also is lost, temperature in the seal package will increase as the
cool water initially in the upper regions of the pump and the seal package is replaced with hot
water from the RCS. The rate of temperature increase will vary based on the plant, the seal, and
the system configuration.
In B&W plants, the third stage PBD orifice is directly connected to the CBO line. Therefore,
CBO flow is limited to the flow that can occur through the PBD. Normally, the differential
pressure across each of the first three mechanical seals is one-third of RCS pressure. Since
liquid flow through an orifice is proportional to the square root of pressure, the maximum liquid
flow through the PBD to the CBO line is "13, or -1.7 times the normal CBO flow of 1.5 gpm
used in these plants, if the full RCS pressure was on the third stage. Testing has shown that
estimated flow rate to be within 10% of the actual nominal flow under two phase conditions

(when considered as equivalent flow of condensed liquid) . For convenience, all flow values
listed in this document will use this convention, as equivalent of liquid volume. The specific
effects of two phase flow through the different PBDs will be discussed in detail later in this
section, after the SBO test data results.
In B&W plants (as well as some CE and W plants), an isolation valve in the CBO flow return
path can be closed and kept closed during LOSC events without merely redirecting flow to
containment via a relief valve. Therefore, CBO in those plants can be stopped after a LOSC
event and leakage from the RCP seal limited to the leakage across the top seal stage. An
Abeyance seal can be retrofit to these N-Seal packages to provide backup to limit this leak path
as well.
In all CE plants with N-seals, the vapor seal stage combines and redirects the third seal leakage
and third stage CBO orifice flow to the CBO return flow path. As such, CBO flow is limited
only by resistance through the potentially-failed first three seal stages and the seal flow return
line. To address this, CE plants additionally have an excess flow check valve in this line which
will close when flow exceeds a specified value, typically 15 gpm. Actuation of this excess flow
check valve will redirect the full RCS pressure to the vapor seal, and/or abeyance seal (if so
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equipped, [

]d).

Except those plants which

can actually isolate CBO rather than merely redirect it, the vapor seal will not be challenged by
pressures over 150psi (typical CBO line relief valve into containment setpoint), so it will
experience neither significant thermal nor pressure stress until either CBO isolation is achieved,
or gross third stage seal leakage actuates the excess flow check valve in the CBO line as
described above.
Isolation of the CBO flow path reduces the direct inventory loss from the RCS. Isolation also
results in a thermal gradient within the stagnant areas of the seal cartridge.[
]bcAt the same time, isolation of
CBO causes full RCS pressure to be applied to the top stage seal, tripling the pressure related
stresses in all components, particularly the elastomers. Therefore, while isolation results in
lower inventory loss and lower temperatures at the seals, the subsequent pressure stresses are
more severe on the seal components. The analysis in WCAP-1 6175-P-A considered cases where
isolation occurred as well as where isolation failed and concluded that the additional stresses
were not significant to the overall seal performance.
The CBO flow in W pumps is routed through the line previously used for number 1 seal leakoff,

[
]a~b~c~d.

There is an isolation valve in this line local to the RCPs but the valve

typically requires instrument air to close and remain closed. The piping and associated
containment isolation valves on the CBO line downstream of the local isolation are not rated to
full reactor pressure. Therefore, there is a relief valve between the isolation valve local to each
RCP and the containment isolation valve. This relief valve opens to redirect CBO into
containment when flow to the VCT is blocked by isolation of that line. Figure 3 illustrates a
typical arrangement of repurposed piping from a W RCP for an N-seal.

[

]abco

Figure 3. Comparison of Original vs Repurposed Seal Support System Piping for W__
RCP
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Containment isolation valves for instrument air may receive a signal to close during events that
result in loss of RCP seal cooling. In addition, the ELAP causes a loss of power to the
instrument air compressors so instrument air is, by definition of the event, unavailable. Loss of
instrument air will result the opening (or remaining open) of the local CBO isolation valve on W_
pumps. Therefore, typically, isolation of CBO is not possible on W__
pumps, and, the minimum
baseline flow from each RCP, with no seal failures, is the nominal 2.5 gpm per pump normal
CBO flow. However, if CBO, including flow from the CBO line relief valve, can be isolated
(typically requiring some plant modification such as valve changes[
]a~d),

then lower, potentially negligible, total flows

from the RCPs will occur. As noted above, providing isolation capability for CBO flow can
provide the advantage to any plant of reduced inventory loss in an accident, if it required, but it is
not essential if the larger total outflows can be tolerated.
In addition to the flow which may be passing through the third stage PBD, there will be leakage
past the third stage seal faces. As mentioned above, this flows into containment in B&W and W_
pumps, and mixes with the CBO flowing into containment via the relief valve for CE plants if
local isolation is not performed. Based on the Flowserve 1988 SBO test data used in the WCAP-

16 175-P-A analyses, the expected leak rate past the third stage seal is < 0.046 gpm for LOSC
events lasting less than 8 hours with temperatures at the first stage seal less than 555 0F and a[
]b,c (discussed above). Testing also included shorter duration
exposure of approximately][c

Post-test examination of the seals revealed no charring or other gross chemical deterioration
characteristics of the elastomers that would indicate any change in degradation mode relative to
these higher temperatures.[
]a,c Therefore, no change in the degradation
rate under ELAP is expected for the slight increase in temperatures evaluated in the tests. [
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On loss of all seal cooling, injection from the charging system (if so equipped) will stop. Then
flow of reactor coolant from the RCS to the seal leak-off line will begin. Initially, the flow will
be the cool water that was present in the stuffingbox (injected to the seals if so equipped,
otherwise as cooled by the RCP heat exchanger) and that is surrounding the thermal barrier heat
exchanger. Unless CBO flow is isolated, an extended loss of seal cooling event will allow hot
water from the RCS cold leg to flow into the seals and RCP seal temperature will approach cold
leg temperature. Based on WCAP-16141, RCP Seal Leakage PRA ModellImplementation
Guidelinesfor Westinghouse PWRs, the volume of cold water in the RCP above the cold leg will
nominally be purged in 13 minutes. Initial leak rates from the W # 1 seal are assumed to be
between 1.5 and 5 gpm. For the N-seal package, however, flow from the RCS through the RCP
seals is nominally 2.5 gpm. The time needed to purge cold water from the seals is directly
related to the flow rate (e.g. using a CBO flow rate of 2.5 gpm for the N-seals instead of the
mean 3.25 gpm flow rate given in WCAP-16141, the cold water around the N-seal package
would not be purged for -1l7 minutes using the same simplistic approach). [

]a~c
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Additionally, the N-seal has been demonstrated by testing to have no negative effects from rapid
cooling (up to 1300 °F/hr). Since the N-seals are not subject to adverse effects from rapid
cooling, restoration of seal injection from normal or alternate sources can occur at any time
without risk of seal failure (although it could cause warping of the pump shaft as discussed in W
operating instructions). Once seal injection is reestablished, thermal degradation of elastomers
would be arrested, potentially preventing failure of the primary seal stages at the possible
expense of temporary loss of pump operability or later significant pump maintenance, depending
if the shaft thermal bow resulted in permanent deformation.[

a,b,c,d

On the other hand, if pressure and temperature are reduced from fu11 system conditions
(approximately 555 °F) to 425-3 50 °F or less in a shorter duration, such as two to six hours, then
the elastomer degradation rate is greatly reduced. Since the specific LOSC test temperatures on
these materials bound the reduced temperature condition, it is very reasonable to use the
Arrhenius correlation to predict the ratio of thermal degradation with time.

L eaf~r

1)1

t2

Using the .95eV activation energy for Ethylene Propylene elastomers, (ref. EPRI NP-155 8), the
calculated ratio of time at 350 0F to equivalent damage at 555 °F is more than 140, whereas the
parallel ratio for 425°F is approximately 18. Further, the order of magnitude reduced system
pressure which would accompany such a reduction in temperature proportionally reduces the
mechanical stresses in the elastomers. It is these stresses at high temperatures that lead to the
elastomer failure modes of extrusion and compression set. From all this data, it is concluded that
degradation of the elastomers in the first three primary N-seal stages is not likely if pressure and
temperature are reduced in the first six hours. Therefore, it is unlikely that the Abeyance seal
would be challenged (in pumps equipped with one) if the RCS is cooled and depressurized in a
timely manner. Individual evaluations of plant specific pressure and temperature profiles may be
required for longer scenarios to determine if existing Flowserve N-seal SBO test data can be
shown as encompassing those conditions when overall cumulative exposure to temperature and
pressure are considered, as well as maximum temperature seen.
Figure 4 is a compilation of the test parameters that the N-Seal has withstood during this test. As
discussed in the detailed Flowserve test report which was used as a reference in WCAP-16175-PA, the test involved a combined scenario modeling loss of RCS inventory and pressure, with the
concurrent downward shaft motion that challenges the seal with opening forces from friction and
any binding or hangup, followed by pressure increase simulating interruption of natural
circulation. Seal leakage held constant at 0.046 gpm after CBO was isolated in the first hour,
despite the shaft motions and pressure changes.
After more than 8 hours since the initial heatup, an elastomer failure in the third stage increased
the leakage to 1.67 gpm and reinitiated seal pressure staging.[
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The test was terminated shortly thereafter for
safety reasons due to an external tester leak, having reached all the desired goals, but the 1.67
]a~b~c

gpm leakage value held constant during most of the subsequent ~-2 hour cooldown and
depressurization. This showed that the limiting factor was choked two-phase flow through the
formerly elastomer sealed clearance flow path and vent hole, despite the inlet pressure dropping
from -1300 to 600 psi over that period.
A typical proposed ELAP scenario is included in Figure 4 for reference. A simple nominal linear
heatup time has been added as discussed above, but conservatively no attempt has been included
to consider the steady state thermal gradient from the plant supplied ELAP values for the cold
leg conditions to the actual temperatures in the seal area.
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]a~b~c

Pump Seal Flow Rates During Plant Specific ELAP Scenarios

As implied by the title of NEI 12-06, "Diverse and Flexible Coping Strategies (FLEX)
Implementation Guide", the actual time vs. temperature and pressure profile under an ELAP can
vary significantly based on plant location and design. In order to more accurately evaluate the
specific response of the N-Seal under these FLEX scenarios, each current or prospective user
was surveyed to provide inputs for a plant by plant assessment. The results of this survey are
shown below in Table 1, and the time vs. temperature data expected at the seals (and reference
pressures when available) plotted in Figure 6, as well as the 1988 SBO test data.

]a,d Conservatively, the peak Tc
was used, without trying to credit any time where Tc might be below peak during the period the
seal would reach that temperature.
Time until active RCS makeup (Row 19), and quantity of makeup (Row 20) was requested to aid
in qualitative assessment of the seal leakage predictions, as well as simplified descriptions of the
leakage values used in the plants'analyses of RCS inventory during ELAIP (Row 18). This
information was not directly used in any of the leakage calculations, and is presented here for
reference only, and to aid in the validation that the scenarios that produced the inputs which were
used are based on reasonable or bounding assumptions.
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a,b,c,d

]

For less credible scenarios where RCS pressure and temperature cannot be reduced, eventually
seal stage failures due to elastomer degradation will become more likely. Under greatly extended
periods without reduction in pressure and temperature (e.g. many days), the elastomer failure
would approach certainty. None of the plants in question even approach these conditions in their
planned mitigating strategies. Various failure modes of different combinations of the three
redundant N-seal stages can increase the total oufflow from the RCP. In pumps without
Abeyance seals, this leakage would likely have some restriction by the very close elastomer
],,c and tortuous leak paths that elastomer failures would allow, but
sealed clearances [
are only firmly bounded by the larger fixed diametric running clearances between the pump
rotating and stationary parts (such as those referenced in WCAP-16 175-P-A). For this reason the
Abeyance seal was developed to prevent the potential very large leakage past the top seal stage
in the event of gross degradation of all the primary N-Seal stages. Still, the Flowserve test data
discussed above has shown that single elastomer failures, even if repeated on all three seal
stages, will not result in leakage [
]ab~c. Each of the seal stages must experience
multiple elastomer or other, more significant (and less plausible) failures to result in higher
leakages.
To actuate the Abeyance seal on pumps that are so equipped, the failures of all the mechanical
face seals of the RCP seals must result in an initial total flow rate off[
abcpast the top seal stage. If flow [
]a,b,c will
],,b,c past the top stage, then a total outflow from the RCP of no more [,,
occur for a W RCP. This flow is based on []
needed to actuate the
1ab°
a,b,c flow as steam
Abeyance seal and 2.5 gpm maximum [
through the third stage PBD into the CBO line that is expected given the bounding scenario of
complete failure of the first two seal stages, and a lesser, but still significant failure of the third
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seal stage. Lesser values would be predicted for the lower nominal 1.5 gpm CBO flow through
the orifices in Byron Jackson pumps in B&W plants, if those RCPs were retrofit with Abeyance
Seals. CE pumps, if retrofit with Abeyance seals, could have a bounding leakage value in
extreme scenarios which would first result in degradation of the three high pressure stages, then
challenging the vapor seal after the excess flow check valve is actuated. This would be based on
the sum [
] a,b,c needed to actuate the Abeyance plus the value required to close
the excess flow check valve in the CBO line. However, since the vapor seal is only challenged
after the actuation of the excess flow check valve, with any scenario that includes cooling and
depressurization these conditions will never be reached. As no CE or B&W plant using Byron
Jackson RCPs has yet committed to retrofitting with Abeyance seals, the remainder of the
discussion will focus on W pumps.
Since [
]a,b,c is required to generate enough force to
deflect the actuation ring, certain failure modes of the N-seal package may result in flow rates
that are not large enough to actuate the Abeyance seal. The main factor affecting whether or not
the Abeyance seal actuates is the failure mode of the top stage seal. Specifically, failure of the
elastomer components in the top stage would provide only a very small flow area for leakage,
and thus could result in flow rates of less than [
]a,b,c past the third seal
stage. That flow would be insufficient to actuate the Abeyance seal. Although the specific
failure mode for each of the first two stages has some small effect on the flow rate expected
through the third stage elastomer failure, the difference in flow expected is slight. Regardless of
the failure mode of the first two stages (e.g. even if the first two stages underwent some other
failure than elastomer decay which resulted in the gross loss of sealing ability), the total flow
through the most likely, single elastomer failure of the third stage would be less[
]a,b,c initially.
Although the flow rate from elastomer failures could be expected to increase over long periods
of time, this paper assumes that the flow remains constant if an elastomer failure results in flow
that is not high enough to actuate the Abeyance seal for pumps that are equipped with one. This
assumption that the flow rate from an elastomer failure does not increase is conservative in this
case in that it results in the highest mass loss from the reactor coolant system (RCS) over time.
If a slight increase in flow through the failed elastomer is considered, then actuation of the
Abeyance seal should occur and fluid loss through the failed RCP seals would be limited to the
flow through the CBO line, 2.5 gpm per pump maximum for W RCPs equipped with Abeyance
seals.
Therefore, this evaluation assumes for W pumps equipped with Abeyance seals, that any failure
of the first two seal stages in combination with failure of an elastomer component in the third
stage will result in flow through the failures that is just below the flow needed to actuate the
Abeyance seal and that the flow will remain constant over time. That is, actuation of the
Abeyance seal will not occur.
Failure of the first two seal stages accompanied by failure of the third stage due to any cause
other than failure of an elastomer component should actuate the Abeyance seal. Successful
actuation of the Abeyance seal will stop flow through the failed RCP seals and flow would be
limited to the flow through the pump CBO line to the aforementioned maximum of 2.5 gpm.
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However, if the Abeyance seal fails, then increased flow along the RCP shaft is expected. The
specific flow expected will depend on the specific failure mode for each of the seal components.
However, total flow will be limited by the clearance available between the shaft and the seal
components. In the limit, this flow will be less than 480 gpm per pump (based on the current
bounding leakage values for the W__
RCP). Although certain failure mode combinations could
result in initial flow significantly less than 480 gpm per pump, the flow rate could increase over
time. To simplify modeling, any failure of the Abeyance seal to actuate when demanded is
assumed to result in flow of 480 gpm per pump in the PRA model. For this evaluation, again,
any plant scenario which includes cooldown is not likely to ever exceed the capability of the Nseal, so this value would not be applicable.

Seal Failure Probability Values
Probabilistic failure models of the N-Seal with Abeyance RCP seal package have been
developed for certain utilities. These models use as their basis the logic model and the data in
WCAP-16 175-P-A, Modelfor FailureoJRCP Seals Given Loss of Seal Cooling in CE NSSS
Plants. That report was provided by the utilities for use in the analysis. Failure values for
application of the N-seals to CE plants can be developed from WCAP- 16175-P-A. The
additional failure of the Abeyance seal has been addressed in the new failure model for the threestage configuration. The discussion above on Seal Failure Probability is included here for
information purposes only.
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Flow
serve Corporation
Engineered Products Division
Nuclear Products Operations
2300 E. Vernon Ave.
Vernon, CA 90058

Date:

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Document Control Desk
11555 Rockville Pike
Rockville, MD 20852

08/04/2015

Document: FLS-WOP-0804201 5A

APPLICATION FOR WITHHOLDING PROPRIETARY
INFORMATION FROM PUBLIC DISCLOSURE

Subject:

Flowserve White Paper on the Response of the N-Seal Reactor Coolant Pump (RCP) Seal
Package to Extended Loss of All Power (ELAP) Revision A,
Dated August 3, 2015 (Proprietary)

The Application for Withholding Proprietary Information from Public Disclosure is submitted by Flowserve
Corporation, pursuant to the provisions of paragraph (b)(1) of Section 2.3 90 of the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission's regulations. It contains commercial strategic information proprietary to Flowserve and
customarily held in confidence.
The proprietary material for which withholding is being requested is identified in the proprietary version of the
subject report. In conformance with 10 CFR Section 2.390, Affidavit FLS-WOP-08052014B accompanies this
application for withholding, setting forth the basis on which the identified proprietary information may be
withheld from public disclosure.
Accordingly, it is respectfully requested that the subject information, which is proprietary to Flowserve, be
withheld from public disclosure in accordance with 10 CFR Section 2.390 of the Commission's regulations.
Correspondence with respect to the proprietary aspects of the Application for Withholding
(FLS-WOP-08042015SA) or the accompanying Affidavit (FLS-WOP-08042015SB) should reference the
applicable document and addressed as follows:
Main Contact
Mr. James M. Cook
Flowserve Director Nuclear Sales
Phone (Office): 845-548-9275
E-Mail: jcook~dflowserve.com

Regulatory Compliance Proprietary.Reviewer
Mr. David Zagres
Principal Engineer, Nuclear Products Operations
Phone: 908-859-7371
E-Mail: dzagres(~flowserve.com
Address:

Sincerely,

David Zagres
Regulatory Compliance Proprietary Reviewer

Flowserve Corporation
Nuclear Products Operations
1480 Valley Center Parkway
Bethlehem, PA 18017
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AFFIDAVIT
STATE OF PENNSYLVANIA:

COUNTY OF NORTHAMPTON:

Before me, the undersigned authority, personally appeared David Zagres, who, being by me duly sworn
according to law, deposes and says that he is authorized to execute this Affidavit on behalf of Flows erve
Corporation, and that the averments of fact set forth in this Affidavit are true and correct to the best of his
knowledge, information, and belief:

David Zagres
Regulatory Compliance Proprietary Reviewer

Sworn to and subscribed before me
this 4th day of August 2015
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_COMMONWEALTH OF PENNSYLVANIA
I
~~NOTARIAL SEAL
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KEITH F.GALLAGHER, NOTARY P.UBLIC
IBEHEHEM¢ TOWNSHIpR NORTHAMPTON COUNTY|
/MY
OMMISIONEXPIRES FEBRUARY 14,.20! 7:

Notary Public
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(1) I am Manager, Regulatory Compliance for Nuclear Products Operations, Flowserve
Corporation, and as such, I have been specifically delegated the function of reviewing the
proprietary information sought to be withheld from public disclosure in connection with
nuclear power plant licensing and rule making proceedings, and am authorized to apply for its
withholding on behalf of Flowserve.
(2) I am making this Affidavit in conformance with the provisions of 10 CFR Section 2.390 of the
Commission's regulations and in conjunction with the Flowserve Application for Withholding
Proprietary Information from Public Disclosure accompanying this Affidavit.
(3) I have personal knowledge of the criteria and procedures utilized by Flowserve in designating
information as a trade secret, privileged or as confidential commnercial or financial information.
(4) Pursuant to the provisions of paragraph (b)( 4) of Section 2.3 90 of the Commission's
regulations, the following is furnished for consideration by the Commission in determining
whether the information sought to be withheld from public disclosure should be withheld.
I.

II.

The information sought to be withheld from public disclosure is owned and has been
held in confidence by Flowserve.
The information is of a type customarily held in confidence by Flowserve and not
customarily disclosed to the public. Flowserve has a rational basis for determining the
types of information customarily held in confidence by it and, in that connection,
utilizes a system to determine when and whether to hold certain types of information in
confidence. The application of that system and the substance of that system constitute
Flowserve policy and provide the rational basis required.
Under that system, information is held in confidence if it falls in one or more of several
types, the release or which might result in the loss of an existing or potential
competitive advantage, as follows:
a. The information reveals the distinguishing aspects of a process (or
component, structure, tool, method, etc.) where prevention of its use by any
of Flowserve's competitors without license from Flowserve constitutes a
competitive economic advantage over other companies.
b. It consists of supporting data, including test data, relative to a process
(or component, structure, tool, method, etc.), the application of which data
secures a competitive economic advantage, e.g., by optimization or
improved marketability.
c. Its use by a competitor would reduce his expenditure of resources or
improve his competitive position in the design, manufacture, shipment,
installation, assurance of quality, or licensing a similar product.
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d. It reveals cost or price information, production capacities, budget levels, or
commercial strategies of Flows erve, its customers or suppliers.
e. It reveals aspects of past, present, or future Flowserve or customer funded
development plans and programs of potential commercial value to
Flows erve.
f. It contains patentable ideas, for which patent protection may be desirable.
There are sound policy reasons behind the Flowserve system which include the following:
a. The use of such information by Flowserve gives Flowserve a competitive
advantage over its competitors. It is, therefore, withheld from disclosure to
protect the Flowserve competitive position.
b. It is information that is marketable in many ways. The extent to which such
information is available to competitors diminishes the Flowserve ability to
sell products and services involving the use of the information.
c. Use by our competitor would put Flowserve at a competitive disadvantage
by reducing his expenditure of resources at our expense.
d. Each component of proprietary information pertinent to a particular
competitive advantage is potentially as valuable as the total competitive
advantage. If competitors acquire components of proprietary information,
anyone component may be the key to the entire puzzle, thereby depriving
Flowserve of a competitive advantage.
e. Unrestricted disclosure would jeopardize the position of prominence of
Flowserve in the world market, and thereby give a market advantage to the
competition of those countries.
f. The Flowserve capacity to invest corporate assets in research and
development depends upon the success in obtaining and maintaining a
competitive advantage.
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iii.

The information is being transmitted to the Commission in confidence and, under the
Provisions of 10 CFR Section 2.390, it is to be received in confidence by the
Commission.

iv.

The information sought to be protected is not available in public sources or available
information has not been previously employed in the same original manner or method
to the best of our knowledge and belief.

v.

The proprietary information sought to be withheld in this submittal/Affidavit is that
which is appropriately marked in the Flowserve White Paper on the Response of the
N-Seal Reactor Coolant Pump (RCP) Seal Package to Extended Loss of All Power
(ELAP) Revision A, dated August 3, 2015 (Proprietary)
and the Application for Withholding Proprietary Information from Public Disclosure
(Document #FLS-WOP-08042015A), to the NRC Document Control Desk.
The proprietary information as submitted by Flowserve is expected to be applicable in
other licensee submittals in response to certain NRC requirements for justification of
the responses to Extended Loss of All Power (ELAP) scenarios described by Flowserve,
and may be used only for that purpose.

Public disclosure of this proprietary information is likely to cause substantial harm to the competitive
position of Flowserve because it would enhance the ability of competitors to provide similar product,
calculational models and licensing defense services for commercial power reactors without
commensurate expenses. Also, public disclosure of the information would enable others to use the
information to address NRC requirements for licensing documentation without purchasing the right to
use the information.
The development of the technology described in part by the information is the result of applying the
results of many years of experience in an intensive Flows erve effort and the expenditure of a
considerable sum of money.
In order for competitors of Flowserve to duplicate this information, similar technical programs would
have to be performed and a significant manpower effort, having the requisite talent and experience,
would have to be expended.
Further the deponent sayeth not.

PROPRIETARY INFORMATION NOTICE
Transmitted herewith is the proprietary version of a document furnished to the NRC in connection with
requests for informational use only. The document is to be considered proprietary in its entirety.

